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SUMMARY
This paper reports an intercomparison study of midlatitude continental cumulus convection simulated by

eight two-dimensional and two three-dimensional cloud-resolving models (CRMs), driven by observed large-scale
advective temperature and moisture tendencies, surface turbulent fluxes, and radiativl~-heating profiles during three
sub-periods of the summer 1997 Intensive Observation Period of the US Department of Energy's Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ARM) program. Each sub-period includes two or three Plrecipitation events of various
intensities over a span of 4 or 5 days. The results can be summarized as follows.

CRMs can reasonably simulate midlatitude continental summer convection ob:,erved at the ARM Cloud and
Radiation Testbed site in terms of the intensity of convective activity, and the temperature and specific-humidity
evolution. Delayed occurrences of the initial precipitation events are a common feature for all three sub-cases
among the models. Cloud mass fluxes, condensate mixing ratios and hydrometeor fractions produced by all CRMs
are similar. Some of the simulated cloud properties such as cloud liquid-water pilth and hydrometeor fraction
are rather similar to available observations. All CRMs produce large downdraught mass fluxes with magnitudes
similar to those of updraughts, in contrast to CRM results for tropical convection. Some inter-model differences
in cloud properties are likely to be related to those in the parametrizations of microphysical processes.

There is generally a good agreement between the CRMs and observations with CRMs being significantly
better than single-column models (SCMs), suggesting that current results are suitable for use in improving
parametrizations in SCMs. However, improvements can still be made in the CRM simulations; these include
the proper initialization of the CRMs and a more proper method of diagnosing cloud boundaries in model outputs
for comparison with satellite and radar cloud observations.

Continental cumulus convection Model intercomparison studyKEYWORDS:

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud-related processes occur on finer scales than those resolved by large-scale
models. A subset of these models are the general-circulation models (GCMs) used for
weather forecasts and climate studies. These models have to use parametrizations to
represent these subgrid-scale cloud processes, for example, cumulus convection, cloud
microphysics and cloud-cover parametrizations. Improvements to GCMs rely heavily
on the development of more physically based parametrizations of cloud processes. It
is the objective of the Global Energy and Water-cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud
System Study (GCSS) to develop new parametrizations of cloud-related processes for
large-scale models (Browning 1994; Randall et ai. 2000).

* Corresponding author: Mail Stop 420. NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23681. USA.
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Important tools for achieving the GCS,S objective, in addition to observational data,
are fine-resolution numerical models such as large-eddy simulation (LES) and cloud-
resolving models (CRMs). Both allow an e>,plicit treatment of fine-scale cloud dynamics
and cloud systems. In fact, observations alone, though extremely valuable, cannot
provide all the data needed for a thorough development and evaluation of many aspects
of the parametrizations of cloud processes. For instance, cloud mass fluxes, which are
central to many existing cumulus parametrizations, are very difficult to retrieve from
observations. Therefore, LES and CRMs have been used to fill the gap between sparse
observations and parametrization development (Randall et al. 1996) for an in-depth
understanding of cloud-related processes, :an essential step towards the formulation of
any advanced and physically sound parame:trization of these processes.

Because LES and CRMs have their own subgrid-scale parametrizations and
numerical uncertainties and there are no c:omplete datasets to verify the performance
of all aspects of numerical simulations by these models, a standard approach that has
been widely adopted in the community is the intercomparison study (e.g. Cess et al.
1989; Gates 1992; Moeng et al. 1996; Boyle et al. 2000; Ghan et al. 2000). In order
to have a successful intercomparison stud)', high-quality data are needed. In outlining
the approach of the Precipitating Convective Cloud Systems Working Group (WG) of
GCSS, i.e. WG 4, Moncrieff et al. (1997) concluded: 'A comprehensive evaluation of
state-of-the-art CRMs will require state-of-the-art observations'. In particular, cloud-
property observations should be available for comparison, in addition to large-scale
thermodynamic variables and radiative fluxes from the surface and the top of the atmos-
phere. Some recent field campaigns have provided increasingly more comprehensive
observations of cloud properties, in particular, TOGA COARE* (Webster and Lucas
1992) and ARMt (Stokes and Schwartz 191:)4).

GCSS WG 4 conducted two case-studies using TOGA COARE data: Case 1,
two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) modelling of a squall line on a
time-scale of a few hours (Redelsperger et al. 2000), and Case 2, 2-D simulation
of the evolution of convection under imposed large-scale conditions during a TOGA
COARE Intensive Observation Period (lOP) (Krueger and Lazarus 1999, Table l).
In a related research effort, the ARM Cloud Parametrization and Modelling (CPM)
WG conducted a single-column model (SCM) intercomparison study of midlatitude
summertime convection using the ARM July 1995 lOP dataset (Ghan et al. 2000).

There have also been a few 'long-tenn' simulations (i.e. over one-week period)
using the same approach as in the Case 2 intercomparison study (Table I). Most of these
studies focused on tropical convection using either the GATE+ (Kuettner and Parker
1976) or TOGA COARE dataset to conduc1: 2-D and sometimes 3-D CRM simulations.
In these studies, the simulated thermodyna~nic profiles and characteristics of convective
cloud systems can be compared with observations. However, the degree of consistency
of cloud properties such as cloud mass fluxes and cloud liquid-water paths between
different models can only be investigated b;{ an intercomparison study.

The present case, Case 3, a joint GCSS and ARM intercomparison project, is aimed
at advancing the understanding of midlatitude continental convection. Case 3 compares
the performance of two 3-D CRMs, eighlt 2-D CRMs and 1 5 SCMs by simulating
cumulus convection observed at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) Cloud and Radiation
Testbed (CART) site during summer 1997 lOP of the ARM program. A rich variety of

* Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocea.n-Atmosphere Response Experiment.

t US Department of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program.
:!: Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment.



TABLE 1. RECENT CRM/SCM INTERCOMPARISON STUDIES (THE FIRST SIX PAPERS) AND SELECTED

CRM STUDIES USING OBSERVATIONAL DATASET$. BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME MAJOR RESULTS ARE

LISTED.

Large-scale
data source

Simulation

lengthReference

Redelsperger
et at. (2000)

Models Ma;lor results

TOGACOARE 8 2-D CRMs.

4 3-D CRMs

7 hours Broad agreement among CRMs in the overall structure and

propagation of the squall line. but less agreement in heating

and drying profiles; result- sensitive to cloud microphysics

and lateral boundary conditions.
7 hours Good agreement among SCMs in the temporal evolution. but

less on thermodynamic stl"Ucture and convective-stratifonn

partitioning.
18 days Intermodel differences among SCMs larger than uncertain-

ties in prescribing the boundary conditions and the different

methods of imposing large.scale forcings.
6 days Bulk characteristics of convection detennined by the large-

scale advective tendencie,;. smaller intennodel differences

among CRMs than among the SCMs.
4 or 5 days Broad agreement with obse,rvations among CRMs in simulat-

ing cloud properties for midlatilude continental convection.

4 or 5 days Evaluating the performanl:e of different types of cumulus

parametrizations in SCMs and comparison with CRM sim-

ulated mass-flux profiles.
7 days Diurnal variations well simulated by both SCM and CRM.

significant differences between SCM and CRM related to

those in surface fluxes
7 days Simulating realistic trans,formations between regimes of

GATE convection; 2-D and 3-D realizations of cloud systems

compared favourably with GATE observations.
Uncenainties in large-scall= advective forcings impact on the

relevance of model validation by contrasting various observa-

tional datasels with simulation
Reproducing much of Ule observed temporal variability
of thermodynamic profilc=s with different grid sizes and

with/without parametrized cumulus convection.
7 days Inconsistency in the large-,cale advective forcings in temper-

ature and water vapour prQ()uced large biases.
39 days Long-term realization of c'loud and radiative properties over

the warm pool. cloud propenies sensitive to ice sedimenta-

tion.
18 days Majority of the simulated results agree with observations very

well. including characteristics of cloud systems.
18 days Larger differences between simulations and observations than

those using GATE data. identifying the differences of statis-

tical propenies of midlatit!ude vs. tropical convection.

TOGACOARE 8SCMsBechtold el al.

(2000)

II SCMs.

I 2-D CRM
Ghan er al.

(2000)

July 1995

ARM lOP

TOGACOARE 8 2-D CRMs.

3 3-D CRMs.

6SCMs
8 2-D CRMs.

2 3.D CRMs

15 SCMs

Krue"er and"'
Lazarus (1999)

Summer 1997

ARM lOP

Summer 1997

ARM lOP

This study

Xie 1'1 al.

(2001)

TOGACOARE 2-D GCE CRM

and SCM
Das ell/I.

(1999)

GATE Phase III 2-D and 3-D

NCARCRM
Grabowski el oJ

(1996. 1998)

2-D CNRM CRM 7 daysGuichard el af.

(2000)

TOGACOARE

3.0 NCAR MM5 8 days'tal. (1999) TOGACOARE

TOGACOARE 2-D GCE CRMTao et al.

(2001)
Wu et al.

(1998, 1999)

TOGACOARE 2-D NCAR CRM

Xu and GATE Phase III

Randall (1996)
Xu and July 1995

Randall (2000a) ARM lOP

2-D UCLA/CSU
CRM
2-D UCLA/CSU
CRM

~

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program, Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques
(CNRM), cloud-resolving model (CRM), Colorado State University (CSU), Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), Goddard Cumulus Ensemble model (GCE), Intensive
Observation Period (lOP), National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), single-column model (SCM),
Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment
(COARE). University of California-Los Angeles (UCLA).

cloud-property observations are readily available. Most of the C~~Ms have, however, not
been used to simulate mid latitude continental convection with am observed large-scale
dataset (Table 1). The unique aspects of this study are: 1) the simlulations of midlatitude
continental convection and 2) the comparisons with more comprehensive cloud-property
observations than earlier intercomparison studies.

The goal of the present paper is to document the results of CRM simulations and
the findings of the intercomparison, while the SCM part of Ilhe project is reported
elsewhere (Xie et ai. 200 I). The specific objectives of this CRM intercomparison study
are: 1) to compare the performance of CRMs in simulating midlatitude convection and
2) to evaluate CRM simulations with detailed cloud-property ob,servations. In addition,
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF CRMs USED IN THIS INTERCOMPARISON STUDY

CNRM

CSULEM Khairoutdinov

Redelsperger and Sommeria (1986);
Caniaux et aJ. (1994)
Khairoutdinov and Kogan ( 1999)

EULAG Grabowski Grabowski and Smolarkiewiczi
(1996); Smolarkiewicz and Margolin
(1997); Grabowski (1998)
Tao and Simpson (1993)Tao, Johnson

GFDL Donner,
Seman
Wang, Xu

Lipps and Hemler (1986); Held et aJ.
(1993); Donner et at. (1999)
Xue et at. (200 I)

UCLAlCSU Xu

NASA Goddard Cumulus Ensemble
model
NOAA Geophysical Auid

Dynamics Laboratory
NASA Langley Research Center
Advanced Regional Prediction

System (ARPS)
University of California-Los
Angeles/Colorado State University
UK Met Office Large-Eddy ModelUKLEM retch

Krueger (1988); Xu and Randall
(1995)
Shutts and Gray (1994)

Cloud-resolving model (CRM), large-eddy simulation (LES), National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA).

this work serves as a foundation for parametrization developers for using the large
data sets produced by CRMs to improve thj~ir parametrizations and for further work by
contributing CRM groups to address many ilssues raised in this paper, in particular, some
model deficiencies.

DESCRIPTION OF CLOUD-RESOLVING MODELS AND DESIGN OF SIMULATIONS

(a) Description of cloud-resolving models

Eight groups participating in this intercomparison study perform simulations with
2-D (x and z) CRMs (Table 2). All 2-D models orient on the east-west direction.
CSULEM and UKLEM (two sub-cases, slee Table 2) groups also perform 3-D simu-
lations. All of the model codes were developed independently although some parts of
the CRMs are rather similar in some models. Each model includes four major parts:
cloud-scale dynamics, cloud microphysics, turbulence, and radiation.

Most of the CRMs are based upon anelastic dynamics, which filter out the sound
waves, except for the GFDL and LaRC CR:Ms (see Table 2) which use the compressible
dynamics. Two time steps are used in LaRC CRM (Xue et al. 2000), with the smaller
time step for sound waves. The anelastic dynamics allow for a larger time step (Table 3)
for integration but need to solve an elliptic equation for pressure. Periodic (cyclic) lateral
boundary conditions are implemented in all models. Other details related to numerics
are listed in Table 3.

,Bulk cloud microphysical representations are used in all CRMs, with four or five
water species (cloud water, cloud ice, rainwater, snow and graupel/hail; see Table 4).
The majority of CRMs use some variatilons of the Lin e( al. (1983) or Rutledge
and Hobbs (1984) schemes, for example, ~CNRM, GCE, LaRC, UCLNCSU and UK-
LEM (see Table 2). Other CRMs (CSULI~M, GFDL and EULAG, see Table 2) have
fewer predicted water species with diagnostic partitionings between some conden-
sate/hydrometeor categories that depend upon the ambient temperature.

Turbulence parametrization is also an important component of CRMs. Two CRMs
use the first-order closure scheme of Smagorinsky (1963) and Lil1y (1967) (GFDL



Time
Grid spacing differencing

Time
step

Momentum Vertical
advection layersModel Dimension Domain

512 x 20 km2

512 x 27 km2

250 x 250 x 27 km

600 x 25 km2

512 x 20 km2

CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 30
EULAG
GCE

2-D
2-D
3-D
2-D
2-D

12s
10 s

10s

15s
6s

2nd-order
2nd-order
2nd-order
2nd-order
4th-order

48
64
64
51*
41

2km
2km

3 2 x 2 km2

3km
I km

Leap
A-B
A-B
NFT
Leap
NFT
Leap
Leap
A-B

Leap
Leap

')
512 x 20 km-

512 x 26 km2
')

512 x 19 km-
')

500 x 20 km-

250 x 250 x 20 km

GFDL
LaRC
UCLA/CSU
UKLEM 2D
UKLEM 3D

2-D
2-D
2-D
2-D
3-D

2s
3 s/6 s
10 s

variable

variable

84*
53
34
60
60

2km
2km
2km
2km

~ 2 x 2 km2

NFT stands for non-oscillatory forward-in-time while A-B stands for Adams-Bashforth. The asterisk (*) in the
vertical-layer column indicates that vertically uniform layers are used. See Table 2 for an explanation of the other
acronyms.

TABLE 

4. BULK CLOUD MICROPHYSICS PARAMETRIZATIONS OF CLOUD-RESOLVING MODELS USED IN

THIS INTERCOMPARISON STUDY

Model

CNRM

Hydrometeor
conversion rates
follow Un et al.
( 1983) and Rutledge
and Hobbs (1984)

CSULEM

Predicted cloud
microphysics category

Cloud water, rain, snow,
graupel and cloud ice
Total water (vapour,
condensate) and precipitating
water

Grabowski (1998)EULAG

Notes -
Relaxing the constant slope and

intercept parameter assumptions
Partitioning of two predicted
categories into six categories (vapour,
cloud water, rain, snow, groupel and
cloud ice); all-or-nothing moist
adjustment for obtaining condensate
water

Cloud condensate (liquid, ice) Classical Kess.Jer; diagnostic
and precipitating water (rain, partitioning of liquid and solid phlases,
snow) no graupel
Cloud water, rain, snow, hail Modified Lin eta/. (1983)
and cloud ice

GCE Tao and Simpson
(1993); Tao et at.

(2002)
Donner et at. (1999)Cloud condensate (liquid,

ice), snow/ice and rainwater
Cloud water, rain, snow, hail
and cloud ice
Cloud water, rain, snow,
graupel and cloud ice
Cloud water, rain, snow,
graupel and cloud ice

GFDL

LaRC Tao and Simpson

(1993)
Lin eta/. (1983);
Krueger et a/. (1995)
Swann (1998)

Diagnostic partitioning of liquid and
ice phases. no graupel
An old version of the GCE

microphysics
Modified Lin et al. (1983)UCLA/CSU

UKLEM Also predicting the number
concentration of cloud ice particl,es

See Table 2 for an explanation of acronyms.

and UKLEM), five use one-and-a-half-order prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
closure (CSULEM, EULAG, GCE, LaRC and CNRM), and one uses third-order closure
(UCLNCSU; see Table 5). Another related aspect of CRMs is the formulation of surface
turbulent fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum. Although the domain-averaged fluxes
are prescribed in all models (see section 2(b)), the impact of surface turbulent flux
formulations on simulated cloud processes cannot be ignor(~d because of the deep
boundary layers over land. For the sake of brevity, details oi~ these formulations are

omitted.

frog

3rd
3rdfrog!frog

frog2nd

frogfrog

2nd-order4th-order

2nd-order
2nd-order
2nd-order
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TABLE 5. TURBULENCE PARAMETRIZATIONS OF CLOUD-RESOLVING MODELS USED IN THIS IN-

TERCOMPARI:SON STUDY

Model Scheme Specific features Reference

CNRM
CSULEM
EULAG
GCE

1.5-order closure
1.5-order closure
1.5-order closure
1.5-order closure

Eddy diffusion through TKE equation
Eddy diffusion through TKE equation
Eddy diffusion through TKE equation
Eddy diffusion through TKE equation

Deardorff ( 1980)
Deardorff ( 1980)
Schumann (1991)
Deardorff (1980); Tao
and Simpson (1993)
Donner et af. (1999)GFDL

---
Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), see Table 2 for an e~,planation of other acronyms.

1st-order closure

LaRCUCLNCSU

UKLEM

1.5-order
3rd-order
1st-order

Xue et at
Krueger (
Brown et

The last important component of CRMs is the radiative-transfer parametrization.
Because radiative-heating rate profiles are prescribed in this study, details of radiation
parametrizations used in CRMs are omitted.

(b) Design 0.;( simulations

Three simulations are run by each mod(~l; each colTesponds to a sub-period of the
ARM summer 1997 lOP. In all simulations, the observed large-scale advective cooling
and moistening rate profiles are imposed on Ithe model grid points uniformly in the hor-
izontal domain and continuously in time. Because observations are available every 3 h,
an interpolation of the observed profiles (advective forcings and wind components) to
model time and height levels is required*. Thl~ domain-averaged horizontal wind compo-
nents are nudged toward the observed horizontal wind components with a nudging time
of 1 or 2 h (Grabowski et al. 1996; Xu and Ra.ndall 1996). The horizontal inhomogeneity
of u and v components inside the CRM domain is preserved by the nudging procedure.

Also prescribed are the radiative-heating rate profiles, based upon the European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) forecast model (not shown)
and adjusted by the observed column radiati1"e fluxest. This eliminates the complicated
interactions between clouds and radiation and simplifies interpretation of the intercom-
parison results. The impact of interactive radiation is a focus of further studies from
contributing groups (e.g. Xu and Randall 2000b).

Observed surface turbulent fluxes i'rom Energy Balance/Bowen Ratio (EBBR)
measurements are imposed on all models 1because most CRMs do not have a land-
surface scheme so that the complicated laru:l-surface processes and their feedbacks to
cloud processes are eliminated. In CRMs, however, only the domain-averaged fluxes are
constrained to the observed values. The horizontal variations of the sulface fluxes, which
are calculated from surface turbulent flux formulations using the prescribed ground
temperature and soil wetness, are retained.

Table 6 lists the observed sub-period-mean column-budget components. The col-
umn heat (dry static energy, s) and moisture (qv) budgets of the atmosphere, neglecting

* Some models such as EULAG and LaRC CRMs only update the forcings every 3 h.
t The top level of the prescribed heating rates is at 115 hPa. Thus, vertical interpolation to model vertical levels
above 115 hPa can introduce an error in the net radiative flux as large as 10 W m-2, depending upon the depth of

the model.

closure
closure
closure

.(2001)
1988)
af. (1994)



TABLE 6. OBSERVED COLljlMN HEAT- AND MOISTURE-BUDGf:T COMPONENTS
FOR SUB-CASES A, B ANDC. UNITS FOR ALL BUDGET COMPONENTS ARE

W -"
m ~.

LP (precipitation)
LE (evaporation)
SH (sensible heat flux)

QR (radiative heating)
LS advective heating rate
LS advective moistening rate
Heat storage
Moisture storage

the impact of local change of cloud liquid water, can be expres~;ed as:

iX
ix p , LS

where the left-hand-side terms of Eqs. (I) and (2) are the hea1t and moisture storages,
respectively, the first terms on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) are the large-scale (LS)
advective tendencies, SH the sensible-heat flux, E the surface evaporation rate, P the
surface precipitation rate, and the last term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (I) is the radiative
heating tendency, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, QI~ is the radiative heating
rate and p is the density of air. Table 6 shows that Sub-pe:riod A has the largest
surface precipitation rate, large-scale advective moistening and heat storage among the
sub-periods. The remaining components have more comparablt~ magnitudes among the

sub-periods.
In all models, convection is initiated by introducing small random perturbations

in the temperature field (0.5 K maximum magnitude) in the sub-cloud layer of the
initial sounding for the first hour or so, as in simulations of tropical convection (e.g.
Krueger 1988). Use of small random perturbations to initiate convection for continental
convection may not be an appropriate method, as further discussed in section 4(b).

In summary, major differences in the design of simulations between Case 2
(Krueger and Lazarus 1999) and Case 3 consist of: I) prescIibing the radiative-heating
rate profiles, instead of interactive radiation, and 2) prescribing the domain-averaged
surface turbulent fluxes of heat and moisture, instead of computing them from the pre-
scribed land-surface temperature and soil wetness. The major advantage for Case 3 is,
thus, that the simulated cloud processes are easily compared among the CRMs. How-
ever, the tightly constrained column budgets do not allow any j:eedback from the land-
surface and radiative processes to impact on the simulated cloud processes. This issue
will be addressed by some contributing groups in the near futur'~.

dz = ioo

dz = ioo

as

at

aqv
at

'as
dz + SH + LP + c p 100p pQR dz,p (I)

,at" LS

I'oqv'
dz +E p (2)p -

at

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF CASE 3

The ARM summer 1997 lOP covers a 29-day period, starting from 2330 UTC on 18
June and ending at 2330 UTC on 17 July (Julian day 170 to ]199). Three sub-periods
of 4-5-day durations (see the time series of surface precipitation* shown in Fig. 1)

* Observations of surface precipitation rates were combined from the rain gau!~es at the central facility. four

boundary facilities and the Oklahoma and Kansas Mesonet stations. as well as rad:ar observations.
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Figure I. Time series of observed surface precipitation rates «(P) during the summer 1997 Intensive Observation
Period of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program. The horizontal lines inside the plot show the

durations of the three sub-periods chosen for this intercomparison study.

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF S;UB-CASES FOR THIS INTERCOMPARISON STUDYTABLE 7.

Characteristics of convectionSub-case Duration

A 2330 UTC 26-30 June
1997 (Julian day 178 to

182)
2330 UTC 7-12 July 1997

(Julian day 189 to 194)

A major precipitation event with a maximum precipitation rate of

3.5 mm h-1 on Julian day 181. and weak precipitation events on

Julian day 179"
Three moderat'~ precipitation events with maximum precipitation rates

of approximate:ly 1.0 mm h-1 (Julian days 190. 191.5 to 193). with a

very short (3-~i h) break period between the second and third events.

A moderate precipitation event (-"'1 mm h-l) on Julian day 198 and a

few weaker onl~s ( <0.7 mm h -I) in the middle of the sub-period.

B

2330 UTC 12-17 July
1997 (Julian day 194 to

199)

c

are chosen for the simulations. Each sub-pl~riod corresponds to a sub-case of Case 3
(Table 7). These three short sub-periods are selected to avoid the advection of large
cloud systems into the ARM CART domain, but the advection of portions of some cloud
systems frequently occurs. This impacts on l:he simulated timing of precipitation events
(see section 4(b)) and the magnitudes of some cloud properties (section 4(d)).

Balloon-borne soundings of winds, temperature and dewpoint temperature were
obtained every 3 h from the ARM CART central facility located near Lamont, OK
(36.61°N, 97.49°W) and from four boundary facilities, which form a rectangle of
approximately 300 x 370 km2. The sounding/profiler data, combined with the surface
and the top-of-the-atmosphere flux observ2ltions, are analysed over such a horizontal
domain representing a GCM grid box*, usin~~ a constrained variational objective analysis
method (Zhang and Lin 1997; Zhang et al. 2001). This analysis provides dynamically
and thermodynamically consistent data in terms of the column budgets of mass, heat,

* The observational dataset used in this intercomparison study can be obtained from the ARM Archives Data via

the ARM webpage at http://www.ann.gov/.
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moisture and momentum (Table 6), with minimal adjustments in the observed sound-
ings. Details of the ARM lOP observation:~ can be found in Ghan et at. (2000). A
detailed description of the synoptic conditions for this case is provided by Xie et at.

(2001 ).
The large-scale advective cooling rates a~;sociated with the major precipitation event

of Sub-case A reach 1.8 K h-1 at 7 km on Julian day 181 (Fig. 2(a)), while the large-
scale advective moistening rates have maxima of 0.4 g kg-1 h-1 at 2 km and 5 km,
respectively (Fig. 2(d)). The zonal wind component has a weak deep shear for most of
the sub-period except for moderate low-level shear in the last 36 h that is associated with
the major precipitation event (Fig. 2(g)). In Sub-case B, the large-scale advective cooling
maxima (0.5, 0.3 and 0.4 K h-l, respectivt:ly; Fig. 2(b)) coincide with the observed
surface precipitation maxima rather well (Fig. I) and so do the large-scale advective
moistening maxima (0.1-0.4 g kg-1 h-l; Fig. 2(e)). However, an advective drying
maximum (0.2 g kg-1 h-l) appears between 2 km and 5 km during this precipitation
event, which might not be favourable for the initiation of cumulus convection. The zonal
wind component also shows weak deep shear for most of the sub-period (Fig. 2(h)).

In Sub-case C, the large-scale advective cooling maxima (0.5 K h-l; Fig. 2(c))
correspond to the two relatively strong precipitation events reasonably well, and so
does the last advective moistening maximum (0.3 g kg-1 h-l; Fig. 2(f)). The first
advective moistening maximum (0.5 g kg-1 h-l) occurs before the precipitation event.
The precipitation events are preceded by pronounced advective drying maxima. The first
drying maximum (0.5 g kg-l h -I) is probably an artefact of the missing soundings on
Julian day 195. The zonal wind shear is rath(~r weak for this sub-period (Fig. 2(i)).

The sub-period-mean column advectivle moistening rates of Sub-cases Band C
are small compared with the precipitation rates (Table 6), because of the presence of
large advective dryings during these two sub-periods (Figs. 2(e) and (f)). Although the
sub-period-mean surface evaporation is a major contribution to the moisture budget,
precipitation processes are more tightly related to the large-scale advective cooling
and the heat storage (Table 6). This is fundamentally different from that of tropical
convection, where the heat storage is negligible and both large-scale advective cooling
and moistening rates are closely related to precipitation processes.

RESULTS4

Two major types of intercomparison resiults are shown in this paper: the sub-period-
mean profiles, and time series of surface or vertically integrated variables. Most of the
variables shown in this section will be compared with available observations, except for
cloud mass fluxes and condensate mixing ratios, for which no data are available. All of
them are temporally and spatially averaged, i.e. over 3 h or the entire sub-period in time,

and the entire horizontal domain in space.

(a) Column heat aJ'ld moisture budgets
The sub-period-mean surface precipitation rates, heat and moisture storages and

imbalances are shown for all three sub-case:~ in Table 8. The heat and moisture storages
are calculated from the differences bet\\-'een the 3-hourly averaged profiles at the end
of each simulation and the observed initial profiles of each sub-case. Use of Table 6
allows us to calculate the probable budget :lmbalances in the models by assuming that
the prescribed large-scale advective forcings, radiative heating and surface turbulent
fluxes are identical to the observed in all C'RMs (see Eqs. (I) and (2)). Table 8 shows



TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF OBSERVED PRECIPITATION (LP), HEAT AND MOISTURE STORAGES AND THEIR

IMBALANCES WITH MODEL SIMULATIONS FOR SUB-CASES A, BAND C

LP Heat storage Moisture storage Heat imbalaince Moisture imbalance

Sub-case A
29.1
56.2
9.0

86.4
70.5
50.0
44.2
71.4
48.8
34.8
67.0

Sub-case B
26.3
33.7
13.6
31.1
39.1
5.0

25.9
17.8
25.2
23.4

Sub-case C
18.5
13.0

-3.8
42.8
35.8
-9.4
29.1
28.9
26.7
35.6
39.0

Observation
CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 3D
EULAG
GCE
GFOL
LaRC
ULCA/CSU
UKLEM 20
UKLEM 3D

237.7
235.9
277.6
197.2
205.3
210.6
179.4
198.9
211.3
241.0
204.6

104.2
81.0

140.1
63.8
78.3
75.6
82.0
54.7
92.4
83.7
36.4

2
-19

-I

15
8
0

38
-8
16

-21

-32

26.4
20.9
17.9
10.1

-5.1

-41.5
4.6

-5.6
10.1
5.9

120.7
130.3
146.0
122.4
129.1
138.2
99.9

126.8
121.1
123.6

54.6
45.5
81.6
61.6
67.0
70.4
34.8
36.4
48.2
48.6

Observation
CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 3D
EULAG
acE
GFOL
LaRC
UCLA/CSU
UKLEM 20

-4.0
-22.7

-2.3
1.3

0.0
-5.7
-4.1

-18.3
-10.8
-12.9

-7.2
9.8
5.4

-0.7
14.0

-11;0

-27.6
-9.6
-7.9
-7.2

122.0
144.8
143.5
81.8

124.8
134.9
93.7

103.6
111.0
108.7
110.5

- -1.8
-23..7

7..0
25.9
7.9
1.9

-5.6
-20.0
-16.7
-14.6
-19.8

Observation
CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 3D
EULAG
GCE
GFOL
LaRC
UCLA/CSU
UKLEM 20
UKL.EM 30

3.7
21.0
2.9

-12.2
23.8
10.7
14.0

-4.3
1.1
7.5

12.7

The imbalances from observations are due to the lower-order finite differencing scheme than in Table 6 for
calculating the heat and moisture storage terms. Units are W m-2. See Table 2 for explanation of acronyms.

that the heat and moisture imbalances for most CRMs are within :i:20 W m-2, which
is equivalent to 0.7 mm day-I of surface precipitation rate. This is within uncertainties
of measurements such as radiative fluxes at the surface and the tlDp of the atmosphere.
The lack of perfect budget balances* is likely to be related to a c:ombination of: 1) the
vertical interpolation of the forcing data with 50 hPa resolution to model vertical levels
(Table 3), 2) the sampling frequency of surface precipitation, 3) th(~ vertical interpolation
of prescribed radiative heating rates above 115 hPa, and 4) the possibly incorrect initial
soundings. Model deficiencies cannot be completely ruled out from the imbalances
shown in Table 8.

The sub-period-mean surface precipitation rates show remark.lble agreement among
the CRMs, that is, within 20% of the observed rates for most CRMs and within 5%
for a few CRMs (Tables 8 and 9). The simulated precipitation rates are lower than the

* In all models, the surface pressure is set to be 968.7 hPa except for GFDL CRM, which follows the observed

surface pressure. An additional term is introduced in the budget equations that is related to the change of surface
pressure. This term is especially large in Sub-case A but not considered in Table 8 for consistency among the

CRMs.

.2'.2

.8

.8

.7

'.7
.1

.5

.8

.6

.5

27.5
26.6
2.8

40.0
15.0
10.9
69.6
64.1
53.4
53.0
57.0
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TABLE 9. COMPARISON OF SIMULATED SlB-PERIOD-MEAN (EXCLUDING THE FIRST DAY)

PRECIPITABLE WATER, SURFACE PRECIPITATION RATE, CLOUD LIQUID-WATER PATH, AND

COLUMN CLOUD FRACTION WITH OBSERVATIONS

Precipitable
water

(kg m-2)

Total
precipitation
(mm day-I)

Cloud liquid-
water path

(g m-2)

Cloud ice-
water path

(g m-2)

Column cloud
fractionModel

Observations
CNRM
CSULEM 2D
CSULEM 3D
EULAG
GCE
GFDL
LaRC
UCLAlCSU
UKLEM 20
UKLEM 3D

40.21
41.04
38.52
41.23
41.82
39.23
40.80
41.95
39.82
38.98
40.56

n/a
20.96
60.30
53.06
26.52
47.87
25.21
15.06
33.81
83.00
48.86

0.499
0.275
0.192
0.144
0.204
0.130
0.241
0.182
0.175
0.333
0.355

42.55
43.00
41.08
43.10
44.02
39.23
43.17
41.86
42.11
41.38

n/a
22.86
50.72
43.82
23.94
38.59
28.21
15.58
29.52
58.63

0.597
0.520
0.243
0.233
0.326
0.181
0.383
0.307
0.222
0.378

Observations
CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 30
EULAG
GCE
GFDL
LaRC
UCLNCSU
UKLEM 20

Sub..case A
10.78 56.25
10.23 41.02
12.01 40.57
8.71 30.96
9.20 53.07
9.69 27.95
8.29 43.40
9.16 49.47
9.73 37.54

11.32 30.95
9.43 25.91

Sub-l::ase B
5.14 46.92
5.63 50.16
6.35 54.58
5.46 46.20
5.58 85.28
5.97 21.66
4.36 85.11
5.48 73.67
5.23 41.93
5.74 39.32

Sub-(:ase C
5.24 34.22
6.26 37.13
5.82 30.82
3.58 26.89
5.39 80.89
5.83 12.83
4.05 47.32
4.48 41.36
4.80 26.58
5.39 26.65
4.69 35.56

38.89
39.43
37.03
39.48
42.75
37.83
39.90
39.85
39.19
37.98
39.10

n/a
34.66
57.93
53.82
31.23
54.03
37.69
17.77
41.04
64.76
34.45

0.616
0.397
0.215
0.273
0.327
0.306
0.425
0.338
0.260
0.311
0.340

Observations
CNRM
CSULEM 20
CSULEM 3D
EULAG
GCE
GFOL
LaRC
UCLNCSU
UKLEM 20
UKLEM 3D

See Table 2 for explanation of acronyms.

observed rates in the GFDL CRM but higher than the observed in the 2-D CSULEM
for all three sub-cases. Other interesting features appearing in Table 8 are that: I) the
3-D CRMs generally produce lower precipit:ltion rates (smaller heat storages and larger
moisture storages) than their 2-D counterparts, 2) all CRMs except for 2-D CSULEM
and 2-D UKLEM produce lower precipitation rates than the observed in Sub-case A,
and 3) all CRMs except for the GFDL CRM produce higher precipitation rates than the

observed in Sub-case B.
The sub-period-mean heat and moisture storages show large differences among the

models; i.e. some models produce much larl~er (or smaller) storages than the observed
that are beyond the uncertainties in the budgets discussed earlier. This suggests that there
are some significant differences in cloud-scale dynamics and microphysics among the
models. A comparison between the 2-D and 3-D heat and moisture storages suggests that
cloud-scale dynamics play an important role., which is particularly large in CSULEM.
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Figure 3. Time series of observed and simulated surface precipitation rates «a), (b) and (c)) and precipitable
water «d), (e) and (f») for Sub-cases A «a) and (d)), B «b) and (e)) and C «c) and (f»). The black solid lines show

the observations. See Table 2 for explanation of acronyms.

(b) Temporal evolution of suiface precipitation ami pj"ecipitable water

Panels (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. 3 show that all CRMs capture the overall temporal
evolution of surface precipitation rates in Sub-cases A and I~ and most CRMs have
difficulties simulating the observed temporal evolution of Sub-case C, in terms of
amplitudes and durations of precipitation events. The high-frequency variations of
surface precipitation rates in all sub-cases, for example, higher amplitudes and some
phase differences from observations, could also be attributed Ito a single realization of
the simulations. An ensemble of simulations with slightly diffel~ent initial conditions are
expected to provide more smoothly varying time series (e.g. Xill and Randall 1996).
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Another common feature among the I1l1odels is that several precipitation events
(often the first) are delayed by several hours in some CRMs. The delay is most
pronounced in the first precipitation event of Sub-case B for all CRMs where the
onset of precipitation is about 6 h after the observed precipitation event. As mentioned
in section 2(b), for this intercomparison and the previous one (Case 2), all models
were initialized with horizontally homogeneous soundings apart from small random

temperature perturbations applied to the lovvest model layers. In the tropics (Case 2),
these perturbations were able to induce convection because of the small inhibition and
large source of moisture. In the present cast~, these small perturbations are not able to
readily generate convective circulations due: to the large inhibitions at the boundary-
layer top and the drier environment. Convt~ction is there,fore delayed until large amounts
of moisture are bui.It up in the boundary l,lye:r (e.g. Julian day 190 in Fig. 3(e)). This is
easily understood from the column moisture: budget Eq. (2). In the absence of surface
precipitation, column moisture has to increas,e as the large-scale moistening occurs.

There are several potential reasons why the convection is delayed in Case 3 (es-
pecially Sub-case B) and it is likely that all are important to some extent. Observations
suggest that many convective events in the midlatitudes are initiated by mesoscale circu-
lations but these are not included in the irlitialization procedure proposed for this case.
It is also likely that the CRMs resolution of the boundary layer is important as they
need to generate shallow cumulus before the deep convection (i.e. overcoming the large
inhibition). The current choice of 2 km is too low for this. Finally, the presence of large-
scale advective drying around 2 km on Julian day 190.5 is probably another reason for
the delay in Sub-case B (Fig. 2(e)) because the drying prevents further moistening of
the environments for initiating convection. TJhat is, the large-scale destabilization in the
middle/upper troposphere alone is not sufficilent to initiate convection in Sub-case B.

The temporal evolution of precipitable water, which measures the total water-
vapour mass in a vertical column, is examined next (Figs. 3(d), (e) and (0). The
general characteristics of the observed temporal evolution of precipitable water* are
captured by all CRMs. The inter-model differences are small at the beginning of
each sub-period before precipitation occurs, as expected from Eq. (2), but increase
as the model integration time increases because there are inter-model differences in
the intehsity and initiation time of precipitation events. For example, the temporal
evolution is rather similar among the modc~ls for the first two days of Sub-case C
except for EULAG, but it diversifies greatl:y in the last two and a half days, due to
the large inter-model differences in surface ];Jrecipitation rates. This probably resulted
from the interaction between cloud-scale dynamics and microphysics. Some errors in
the specification of large-scale forcings in EULAG for this sub-case cannot be ruled out.
Sub-case A shows the same behaviour more dramatically; i.e. an inter-model difference
of 9 kg m-2 after the major precipitation c~vent (Fig. 3(d)). A probable cause for this is
that representations of evaporation, sublirnation and melting processes are inadequate
for midlatitude convection in some cloud mic:rophysics schemes.

Other noticeable features in the panels (d), (e) and (0 of Fig. 3 are differences
in the impact of the delayed initiation of ,convection on the temporal evolution of
precipitable water among the CRMs, and some significant differences between the 2-D
and 3-D results (Table 9). Precipitable water is much larger at the end of the 3-D
simulations than for their 2-D counterparts. This probably results from the accumulative
effects of the differences in cloud-scale circulations between 2-D and 3-D models and
possibly smaller domain sizes in 3-D simulations, which impact on cloud microphysical

The observations are based upon radiosonde and microwave radiometer (MWR) measurements (Liljegren 1994).



processes and their interactions with the environment. Larger cloudy areas (shown in
section 4(e)) but less intense precipitation in 3-D simulations are associated with the
more humid environments (Table 9).

(c) Temperafllre andmoisfllre plvfile.s-

First of all, let us examine the impact of the delayed occun-ence of the first precip-
itation event of each sub-period on the temperature and water-'vapour mixing-ratio de-
partures from observations. In Sub-case B, the observed maximum precipitation occurs
at 30 h, while the simulated maxima appear between 33 and 38 h (Fig. 3(b». Between
30 and 36 h (early stages of simulated precipitation events), temperature and moisture
departures are determined by the large-scale advective effects (Figs. 2(b) and (e». The
lapse rates are more unstable and moisture increases in the lower/middle tropospheres,
except for between I and 2 km (Figs. 4(a) and (c», because of the imbalance between
the large-scale advective forcings and the response of simulated convection.

After the maximum precipitation is reached in the models (39-45 h), the atmo-
spheres are significantly more stable and the boundary layer is much drier than the
observed in all models, but the middle troposphere is as moist as in the 30-36 h period
for all models except for GCE (Figs. 4(b) and (d». The magnitudes of temperature biases
are as high as 5 K in Sub-case B (3 K in Sub-case A and 5 K in Sub-case C) before the
precipitation event is simulated, but they are about half of the magnitudes after the pre-
cipitation event. These magnitudes are directly related to those of large-scale advective
cooling before convection initiation (Fig. 2(b». Large moisture biases in the lower tro-
posphere correspond to larger temperature biases in the middle troposphere, but with op-
posite signs, in all sub-cases before the first precipitation events are simulated. Although
the differences in timing of convection initiation are small, the resulting biases are large
among the models (Figs. 4(b) and (d». Finally. the temperature and moisture biases are
generally small when precipitation events are promptly simulatl~d (not shown).

The all-sub-case mean errors of temperature and water-vapour mixing ratio are
shown in Fig. 5. Common systematic temperature errors occur above 12 km (+2 K)
and below 3 km (-I K). The former is probably related to prescribed radiative heating
profiles and/or errors in large-scale advective forcing; the latter is probably associated
with strong downdraughts (see section 4(f). The moisture biase~; are less than 0.5 g kg-l
for most models except for EULAG, GCE and LaRC CRMs. lrhese errors, or those of
individual sub-cases (not shown), are smaller than those in Case 2 (Krueger and Lazarus
1999) and about one third of the size of the errors from SCM simulations (Xie et al.
200 I).

The root-mean-square (r.m.s.) errors of CRM simulations relative to observations
are shown next. Figure 6 shows that the typical magnitudes of r.m.s. temperature
departures from observations are 1-2 K for Sub-case A, and 1-3 K for Sub-cases B
and C, with the largest departures in the upper troposphere. These are rather close to
the range of observed variabilities as measured by the standar,d deviation of each sub-
period (0.5-2.5 K) in these sub-cases. There are secondary maxima of r.m.s. departures
around 7 km and in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The observed PBL depths
exhibit diurnal variations between 0.2 and 2.1 km for these sub-cases (Krueger et at.
2000). Heights of these maximum r.m.s. departures are generally coincident with the
large biases caused by the delayed occurrence of the first prc:cipitation event in each
sub-case (Fig. 4). If the first precipitation event were adequately simulated, the typical
magnitudes of the r.m.s. departures would probably be halved.

Other features appearing in Fig. 6 are that small r.m.s. errors in one sub-case do
not guarantee small errors in other sub-cases for a given CR.M, and there are larger
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inter-model differences in the PBL and above 11 km. These differences may be chiefly
related to those of the systematic biases (Fig. 5(a)) and possibly the different treatments
of gravity-wave reflections from the upper boundary of the models.

In addition, a comparison between 2-D and 3-D simulations from CSULEM and
UKLEM shows that the results are similar (Figs. 5 and 6). Littll~ improvement is shown
with 3-D simulations due to the small domains used, which is also mostly true for the
results shown in the rest of the paper. This finding, in agreemeJrlt with Grabowski et al.
(1998), justifies the use of 2-D models to examine statistical properties of convection, at
least for the mean fields presented in this study.

The r.m.s. errors of water-vapour mixing ratio are larger in the lower troposphere,
i.e. greater than 1 g kg-I in the PBL where the mixing ratio is also larger (Fig. 7),
compared with the observed variabilities of up to 1.2 g kg--I, as measured by the
standard deviation of each sub-period. The largest r.m.s. erro]~s occur in Sub-cases B
and C, probably related to more significantly delayed initiation of convection. The large
moisture errors in the PBL are caused by the delayed occurrenc(~ of the first precipitation
event (Fig. 4), due perhaps to the deficiencies of turbulence parametrizations. The latter
is partially indicated by the large differences in the PBL moiSlllre biases among the
models. In addition, it is difficult to point out which models peJrform better, based upon
the results shown in Fig. 7, although EULAG, GCE and LaRC~ (in particular, Sub-case
B) CRMs have relatively larger errors that are mostly related to the systematic biases
(Fig. 5(b)). Nevertheless, these results suggest that the observecj moisture variations are

more difficult to simulate.
When compared with the Case 2 study of tropical convection, the departures

from the observations for all three sub-cases are comparab1e. The data quality of
Case 2 is perhaps not as high as that of the present case. However, the delayed
occurrence of the first precipitation event is largely responsibl{~ for the large departures
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shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Therefore, the performance of CRMs is reasonably acceptable
for simulating midlatitude continental convection, relative to Ulat of tropical oceanic
convection (Krueger and Lazarus 1999; Xu and Randall 2000a). Moreover, prompter
initiation of the first precipitation events in all sub-cases shou1!d significantly reduce
the temperature and moisture departures from observations (Fig. 4). Finally, despite the
noted shortcomings of these CRM simulations, shortcomings at least partly explained by
oversimplifications in the initiation procedure, the temperature and water-vapour mixing
ratio simulated by CRMs are much better than those from SCMs (Ghan et al. 2000; Xie
et al. 200 I). The inter-model differences of the temperature and moisture departures
from observations are much smaller for CRMs, compared with those among the SCMs
(Xie et al. 200 I), which gives support for the GCSS strategy.

(d) Temporal evolution of cloud liquid-water path and total cloud amount

A novel aspect of this intercomparison study is that the ARM Cloud Properties
Working Group provides observations of several cloud properties such as the total cloud
amount, the cloud liquid-water path (CLWP), and the hydrometeor-fraction profile,
which can be used extensively for intercomparison among CRMs for the first time and
provide constraints for the simulated cloud properties.

The CLWPs are measured with MWRs at the central and four boundary facilities
of the ARM SGP CART site (Liljegren 1994). The uncertainty of the measurements is

0.03 kg m-2 when raindrops do not contaminate the instrument. Some corrections are
also made to eliminate the contamination by raindrops on the instrument. A significant
impact of this procedure is that the CLWPs could be severely underestimated during
intense precipitation events, for example, on Julian day 181 of Sub-case A (Fig. 8(a».
Also, these 'point' measurements might not be fully representative of the domain-mean
values. Given these shortcomings, panels (a), (b) and (c) of Fig, 8 clearly show that most
CRMs produce CLWP magnitudes comparable to those observed (Table 9).

However, all models have difficulties matching the observe:d temporal evolution.
Possible reasons are: 1) the delayed occurrence of first precipitation events (no conden-
sate in the first one/two days), 2) the lack of horizontal advection of hydrometeor (e.g.
all models fail to reproduce the maximum on Julian day 180),3:' 'point' measurement
vs. domain-mean comparison, and 4) deficiencies in cloud microphysics parametriza-
tions. The temporal evolution of CLWP, as in precipitable w,lter (Fig. 3), in Sub-case
C of EULAG is rather different from observations and is probably caused by either
incorrectly imposed large-scale forcings or the simplicity of EU'LAG's microphysical
parametrization. The amplitudes of CLWPs in the GFDL (GCE) CRM are also greater
(smaller) than other models. These inter-model differences are also large in cloud ice-
water paths (CIWPs; Table 9). Nevertheless, problems in an irujividual microphysics
representation cannot be pinpointed due to uncertainties in the measurements of CLWPs
or the lack of measurements of CIWPs. Furthermore, the inter-model differences in the
magnitudes of moisture departures from observations among th4~ CRMs (Fig. 7) may
also contribute to those in CLWPs.

Two observed column cloud fractions are shown in panels (d), (e) and (f) of Fig. 8,
one from satellite observations (GOES- 7 satellite, Minnis et at. 1995) and the other
from the retrievals of (single) point measurements of ground-biased millimetre-wave
cloud radar (MMCR, Moran et at. 1998) at the CART central facility. The latter is
just a frequency of retrieved cloudy columns that are sampled at 3 min intervals. The
definition of a cloudy column is based upon MMCR reflectivity.1rhe satellite procedure
uses a threshold method on the brightness temperature. In general, the MMCR cloud
fraction is higher than that given by satellite and there are l'lfgc~r temporal variations
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in the MMCR cloud fractions when satellite-observed cloud fractions are low, due to
the incoherent spatial and temporal scales iC)f these data. This comparison suggests that
uncertainties of column cloud-fraction obs(~rvations are in the range of 10-30%.

The column cloud fractions show some temporal correlations between models and
observations, even though the inter-model differences are probably greater than those
in CLWP (Figs. 8(d), (e) and (f»). The simulated column cloud fractions are calculated,
based upon the grid column cloud liquid-water + ice path exceeding a threshold of
0.01 kg m-2 (Harshvardhan et ai. 1994; Cahalan et ai. 1995). This threshold could
be too high to include many MMCR-obst~rved thin cirrus clouds (Mace et ai. 2001).



It should also be noted that these clouds are probably not fully re:solved by models, with
vertical spacings of 500-1000 m (Table 3). Therefore, the magnitudes of observed and
simulated column cloud fractions are expected to differ significantly (see Table 9).

After the first day (Sub-cases A and B) or the first two days (Sub-case C), most
CRMs produce a temporal evolution of column cloud fractions somewhat similar to
the observations. CNRM, GFDL, LaRC and UKLEM reach the observed overcast
conditions on a few occasions. However, the column cloud fractions produced by most
models are smaller than the observations, especially those produced by CSULEM,
GCE and UCLA/CSU (Figs. 8(d), (e) and (t). This is mainly due to the lack of low-
level clouds, according to a comparison between satellite-observl~d and simulated cloud
amounts for different layers (Xu and Randall 2000a). The lac~~ of subgrid saturation
parametrizations in most CRMs may be one of the reasons for thiis discrepancy, because
a I or 2 km grid size is too coarse to resolve many small clouds, especially in the lower
troposphere. Finally, it is interesting to notice that the cloud 1Fractions are generally
higher from 3-D models, due to 3-D cloud dynamics, which allows convection-induced
subsidence to spread over the third dimension.

Another common feature among the CRMs is the delayed ,jevelopment of clouds
in the first day of each sub-case (Fig. 8). The lack of agree:ment in the temporal
variations after the first day of each sub-case is probably related to the lack of horizontal
hydrometeor advection in the upper troposphere (Petch and Dud!hia 1998).

(e) Cloud-property profiles
For all cloud-property and mass-flux profiles shown hereafter, the mean profiles

averaged over all three sub-cases are produced instead of tho:~e of each individual sub-
case. The latter were shown in Xu et al. (2000). This procedure does not impact on the
discussion of the results.

Figure 9 shows the mean profiles of mixing ratios of cloud water, cloud ice, rain-
water, snow, graupel/hail, and their sum (total hydrometeor mixing ratio). There are no
observations available that can be used to compare with mod~~l r,esults. Inter-model dif-
ferences in cloud-water mixing ratios are smaller than those in cloud-ice mixing ratios.
As far as the profiles of cloud-water mixing ratios are concem~:d (Fig. 9(a», all mod-
els agree with each other well except for EULAG which feal:ur(~s an extremely simple
microphysics parametrization. Among the models with five-category microphysics, the
heights of maximum cloud-water mixing ratios are generally 5iimilar and the magni-
tudes are only slightly different (smallest by GCE and largest by LaRC). This result
is expected due to their similar representations of warm-phase cloud microphysics, i.e.
some variations of the Kessler (1969) scheme.

The inter-model differences in the magnitudes of cloud-ice: mixing ratios are sig-
nificant (Fig. 9(b». The heights of the maximum values are also different (from 7.5 km
in GFDL to 10 km in 3-D CSULEM, GCE and UKLEM). For example, UKLEM shows
the smallest values in the middle troposphere, GFDL has its maximum at 7.5 km and
LaRC has the smallest maximum value. Surprisingly, the cloud-ice mixing-ratio profile
of EULAG is rather similar to the other models with the Lin et {zl./Rutledge and Hobbs
ice microphysics schemes, although profiles of other water species are not. The addi-
tional dimension significantly impacts on the cloud ice/sno\Jy' mixing ratios, lifting the
profiles upwards (CSULEM) or increasing the magnitudes (UKLEM, not shown), which
suggests that cloud-scale dynamics are different between 2-D and 3-D simulations.

The sum of cloud-water and cloud-ice mixing ratios (Fig. 10(a)) reveals the same
inter-model differences as shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b). These: differences are, however,
very small, compared with the simulations of the same case by SCMs (Fig. I O(b), Xie
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et al. 2001). None of the SCMs can capture the magnitudes and the ensemble vertical
profiles produced by the CRMs. The ensemble profiles of hydrometeor mixing ratios
from CRMs (black dashed lines in Fig. 9) a]~e probably trustworthy as a surrogate for

observations.
The total hydrometeor mixing ratio does not depend upon the details of conversion

processes among water/ice species, but does depend upon their conversions with water



vapour and the vertical transport of the hydrometeors both through the in-cloud dynam-
ics and gravitational fallout of the hydrometeors. Apparently, there is consistency for
the profiles of total hydrometeor mixing ratios within the CI~Ms except for EULAG
and for the middle troposphere (Fig. 9(c)). GCE and LaRC CRMs have hail, instead
of graupel, as one of the ice-phase categories, for simulating midlatitude convection.
Both have smaller total hydrometeor mixing ratios between 3 and 9 km than the other
models. EULAG differs appreciably in the middle/upper troposphere from other models
mainly because snow mixing ratios are much larger than othe]~ models (Fig. 9(e)); this
is necessary to produce the same precipitation flux due to th,e smaller snow terminal
velocity than the missing hail/graupel species (Table 4). The large rainwater amount
in EULAG and GFDL (Fig. 9(d)) is due perhaps to the omiission of graupel/hail as
one of the ice-phase categories. The large rainwater mixing ratio near the surf'ace for
the GFDL CRM seems to be inconsistent with the small sub-p,eriod-mean precipitation
rates (Tables 8 and 9).

Another feature of Fig. 9(c) is that there are larger inter-model differences in
the middle/upper troposphere, compared with cloud-water or cloud-ice mixing ratios
(Figs. 9(a) and (b)), Among the precipitating species, rainwater mixing-ratio profiles
are mostly similar among the models except for CNRM, EULAG and GFDL (Fig, 9(d»).
Those of snow and graupel/hail are less similar (Figs. 9(e) ,md (f)). Perhaps it is worth
pointing out that there is no reason to believe there would be 'rain' throughout the
troposphere. The freezing of rain is probably the main process missing in the four-
category microphysics parametrizations. Also, the small cloud-ice and graupel mixing
ratios in the middle troposphere of UKLEM are partially compensated for by the large
snow mixing ratios there. These inter-model differences cou:ld partly be due to the
difficulties of ice-phase microphysics representations in CRMs. However, the definitions
of what exactly is meant by ice, snow and graupel may differ from model to model which
makes a direct comparison of individual species difficult.

Next, observed hydrometeor fractions are compared with CRM results (Fig. II).
They are based'upon the retrievals ofMMCR measurements thaI: are averaged over 3 min
intervals. Whether or not clouds are detected at a height by the MMCR at the central
facility of the ARM SOP CART site is dependent upon a heigJht-dependent reflectivity
threshold (-60 to -45 dBZ; Clothiaux et at. 1999). The reflectivity is contributed not
only by cloud-water droplets and ice particles, but also by precipitating hydrometeors.
The MMCR measured frequency is thus called the 'hydromel:eor fraction'. Similarly,
the simulated hydrometeor fraction is composed of cloud OCCUlrrence and precipitating
fractions.

Cloud occurrence from CRMs is defined as the sum of thl~ 'cloudy' grid points at
a height, divided by the total number of grid points. A CRM grid point is identified
as cloudy if the sum of cloud-water and cloud-ice mixing; ratios exceeds I % of the
saturation water-vapour mixing ratio with respect to liquid (Xu and Krueger 1991). The
precipitating fraction from CRMs is similarly defined with a threshold (10-6 kg kg-I)
on the sum of precipitating water species. Apparently, the criteria used in CRM diag-
noses are not identical to those used in the retrievals of MMCR measurements.

The inter-model consistency for cloud occurrences is rather good among the CRMs,
especially in the lower and middle troposphere (Fig. 11 (a»). As expected, cloud oc-
currences are smaller than the MMCR hydrometeor fractions in the lower and middle
troposphere but are very comparable to the MMCR estimates in the upper troposphere,
especially in GCE and CNRM CRMs.

Most CRMs produce mean profiles of the hydrometeor fractions similar to the
observed, although the simulated fractions are higher than the MMCR estimates below
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II km in EULAG, UKLEM, and UCLA/CSU, and for the middle troposphere of GCE,
and for the lower troposphere in CNRM, GFDL and LaRC (Fig. I 1 (b)). However, both
2-D and 3-D CSULEMs have lower hydrometeor fractions than the MMCR estimates.
These inter-model differences in hydrometeor fractions are mosi:ly related to those of the
precipitating water (Fig. 9). The small threshold used in the diagnosis of precipitating
fractions is another reason. A diagnosis that is consistent with the MMCR retrievals
is needed in order to pinpoint the significance of model bi,ases from the MMCR
measurements and to suggest improvement for cloud microph:fsics representations in
CRMs.

(f) CIOtld mas.\' flu.\es

Particularly essential to improve cloud parametrizations are variables such as
cloud mass fluxes (Mc). There are no corresponding direct obse:rvations available. The
updraught, downdraught mass fluxes and their sum (Mc) are cc,mpared in this section.
Updraught mass flux is defined as:

Mu = L (pw do- if {w > 0, cloud}, (3)

where p is the density of air, UI is the vertical velocity, and a i~; the updraught area which
satisfies the criterion of cloud occurrence mentioned earlier. Dolwndraught mass fluxes
(Md) are composed of saturated downdraughts (ds), which satis1:y the cloud occurrence
criterion, and unsaturated downdraughts (du) with precipitation:

l(PW do-

l (pw do-p)
ap

if {w < 0, cloud} (4)

if {w < 0, precipitation}, (5)

where ap is the precipitation area, which is identified using a larger threshold (10-4 kg
kg-I) than that used for defining the hydrometeor fraction. E:ecause many different
scales of motion are present in CRM simulations, the diagnosled mass fluxes include
contributions not only from convective-scale (individual strong draughts) and mesoscale
circulations (weak stratiform precipitation), but also from gr,lvity waves. Other criteria
on defining updraughts and downdraughts have also been ust::d in the literature, mainly
using the draught intensity (e.g. Tao et al. 1987; Gray 2000).

The consistency of Mc, which is the sum of Mu and Md, aITlong the models is very
good for the mean profiles, as indicated by the small difference5: from the consensus of
all models (thick black dashed line in Fig. 12(a». For comparison, the observed large-
scale mass flux, M (p-iij where "ill" is the large-scale vertical veloci:ty), is also shown. Most
CRMs produce compensating subs~nce in the environment of the middle and upper
troposphere, i.e. Mc is greater than M, except for UKLEM and the middle troposphere
of CNRM and UCLA/CSU (Fig. 12(a». That is, downdraughts are relativ'ely strong in
these three models (Fig. 12(c».

Another consistent feature among the models is the lack of compensating subsi-
dence in the lower troposphere and the negative Mc in the PBL ,of all models. The con-
sensus shows the zero-subsidence level at approximately 5 km. This feature is due to the
presence of strong precipitating (unsaturated) downdraughts ancl to the high cloud-base
heights (very small Mu below 1 km). The presence of large-scCJlle horizontal advective
heating and drying in the lower troposphere (Fig. 2) may favour strong downdraught
activity in model simulations so that the compensating subsidence is not produced.
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Figure 12.

A detailed analysis of the downdraughts from CRM simulations is required in order
to understand this feature and to improve cumulus parametrizations in GCMs.

The mean profiles of Mu and Md arl~ also quite consistent among the CRMs
(Figs. 12(b) and (c)). Apparently, their intt~r-model differences are greater than those
of Mc (Fig. 12(a)) because they respond more directly to the differences in cloud mi-
crophysics representations. The inter-model! differences in Mu (Fig. 12(b)) are consis-
tent with those in cloud-water mixing ratios (Fig. 9(a)) and cloud-ice mixing ratios
(Fig. 9(b)), except for the large M u in the upper troposphere of CNRM and UCLNCS U
(perhaps contributed by gravity waves). For I::xample, CNRM and GFDL have the largest
cloud-water mixing ratios (Fig. 9(a)) and tille largest Mu in the lower troposphere. The
smallest cloud-ice mixing ratios correspond to the smallest Mu in the upper tropospheres
of EULAG and GFDL (Fig. 9(b)).

Beyond these inter-model differences, there is a strong consensus among CRMs
towards comparable magnitudes in Mu and Md at most heights. As a result, Mc appears
as a relatively small residual of these two mass fluxes (Fig. 12). This feature does
not appear in the simulations of tropical oceanic convection (e.g. Xu and Randall
2000a) and may be characteristic of midl.ltitude convection over land. A change of
thresholds used for diagnosis of updraught and downdraught areas is unlikely to impact
on this result. Clearly, this result stresses the equally important roles of updraughts
and downdraughts in midlatitude convection over land. It is probably essential that
cloud-related parametrizations capture this feature for a proper representation of these

convective systems (Xie et al. 200 I).
Further analyses from contributing groups are needed to isolate contributions from

convective and mesoscale processes, as WI::1I as from gravity waves, especially in the
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upper troposphere. The partitioning of convective and mesoscale processes (Tao and
Simpson 1989; Xu 1995) is an approach well suited to understanding the physical
processes leading to these mass-flux profiles.

(g) Discussion

The agreements between simulations and observations arl~ rather remarkable in
many aspects of the Case 3 simulations, for example, intensity of convective events
and the timing of some events, and temperature and specific-humidity evolution. Some
noticeable disagreements are, however, present among the CR.Ms. Chiefly, the initial
convective precipitation events in the CRM simulations of al1 sllb-cases tend to be de-
layed relative to observations (Figs. 3(a), (b) and (c». Probable causes for this are: I) the
coarse horizontal resolutions (1-3 km), 2) the 1ack of initia1 mesoscale circulations due
to initialization from horizontally homogeneous soundings, and 3) the initial uniform
surface fluxes. Most of these causes are related to oversimp1ifications in the initiation
procedure, not to shortcomings in the mode1s. The de1ayed occurrence of the initial
precipitation events leads to significant departures of simu1ated thermodynamic profi1es
from observations (Figs. 6 and 7), which also impact on the simulations of cloud fields
and cloud properties in the first one to two days.

In the present study, a variety of observations of cloud properties such as c10ud
liquid-water path, column cloud fraction and hydrometeor fraction are available for
comparisons with model simulations (Figs. 8 and II). .In general, there are broad agree-
ments with observations for all CRMs, especially in the sub-period-averaged intensities
and magnitudes. Some inter-model differences in cloud microphysics parametrizations
are readily revealed. .It is, however, difficult to pinpoint the causes of the differences
between simulations and observations because of large uncertainties in observations,
i.e. point measurements vs. areal averages, and in the best-suited definitions of cloud
boundaries (lateral, top and bottom) used in the CRM diagnoses. The definitions of
cloud boundaries in the CRM diagnoses are not consistent with 1:hose of c10ud-property
measurements. For example, the column cloud fractions are all st~verely underestimated,
compared with either MMCR or satellite observations (Figs. 8(d), (e) and (f), Ta-
ble 9). The hydrometeor fractions show moderate inter-model differences at all heights
(Fig. 11), due perhaps to the small thresholds used in the diagnosis of precipitating
fractions.

Updraught and downdraught mass fluxes also show some ilnter-model differences
among the models though much smaller than those from SCMs (Fig. 12) (Xie et al.
2001). Methods of diagnosing Mu and Mct need to be refined because of the presence
of multiple-scale processes in the models, as in the real atmosphere. The mass-flux
profiles are not available from observations but are needed for evaluating cumulus
parametrizations, in addition to the diagnoses of cumulus trans,ports of heat, moisture

and momentum.
To further understand the differences between simulation:; and observations and

the inter-model differences, further analyses of observations are needed, based upon
Mesonet measurements, gridded satellite and radar precipitation data, to improve the
variational analysis of the forcing data, e.g. obtaining the horizontal condensate ad-
vection. Furthermore, model sensitivity studies will be helpful to reduce the extent of
disagreements between models and observations, for example, sensitivities to horizonta1
or vertical resolutions, representations of microphysical proce1;ses, and relaxations of
oversimplifications in the initiation and forcing methods. .In addition, some differences
between 2-D and 3-D results also need to be further analysed be~cause some 3-D results
do not show any superiority of the additional dimension. Sen~;itivity studies by some
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contributing groups would help find out th,e causes of some inter-model differences and
deficiencies found in this study, and addre:~s some issues raised in this study, especially
those related to cloud microphysics representations. Additional sensitivity studies are
also needed to allow cloud-radiation intel~actions and the interactions between clouds
and land-surface processes in the simul,ltio,ns of mid latitude convection. These sensitiv-
ity studies are beyond the scope of this intercomparison but should provide very useful
findings in the future.

5 CO1'ICLUSIONS

In summary, this intercomparison stucly has shown:

.CRMs can reasonably simulate micllatitude continental summer convection ob-
served at the ARM CART site in terms of convective intensity, temperature and specific-
humidity evolution.

.Delayed occurrences of the initial precipitation events are a common feature of
all three sub-cases among the CRMs, espe,::ially Sub-case B.

.Observed cloud properties are extensively used to identify some model deficien-
cies in representations of cloud microphysiical processes.

.The 2-D results are very close to tho,se produced by the 3-D versions of the same
models; some differences between 2-D and 3-D simulations are noticed and are due
probably to the limited domain size and the: differences between 2-D and 3-D dynamics.

.Cloud mass fluxes, condensate mixing ratios and hydro meteor fractions produced
by all CRMs are similar. Some inter-model differences in cloud properties are likely to
be related to those in the parametrizations tJf microphysical processes.

.The magnitudes of the updraught and downdraught mass fluxes are more compa-
rable than those produced by simulations of tropical oceanic deep convection.
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